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The input-output point of view for the It6 equation to avoid stochastic 
integration is related to the stochastic-operator approach for a physically 
reasonable robust mathematical model. 
Activity in stochastic-differential equations has been based heavily on the 
well-known work of ItB who introduced stochastic integrals in 1942 [ 1) to 
rigorously formulate the stochastic-differential equation that determines 
Kolmogorov’s diffusion process [2]. The It6 stochastic-differential equation 
dx, =f(x() dt + g(x,) dw, has long been used as a model for a dynamical 
system perturbed by white noise. We have assumed a basic probability space 
(Q, F,p) and that a generic point of 0 is represented by w. The stochastic 
process x = (x,(w), 0 < t < co) represents the “solution” of the above 
equation. We need not refer here to the considerable and well-documented 
work in stochastic calculus which has followed this pioneering work. More 
recently a new “input-output” point of view has developed in which (1) is 
regarded as a mapping taking an “input” w into an “output” which means 
any continuous process w is defined without the need for stochastic 
integration. 
A similar idea has been available since 1961 [3]. Rather than the white- 
noise process, the stochastic process is a general process, characterized by its 
known statistical properties (expectation, correlation, etc.) which is the input 
to a stochastic-dynamical system described by a differential equation 
LPy = x, where the linear-differential operator LP has one or more stochastic- 
process coefficients, and is, therefore, a stochastic operator. The objective is 
to determine the expectation or mean m,,(r) and the correlation R,,(t,, t2) of 
the output y(t) in terms of “stochastic Green’s functions” analogous to the 
determination of “output” in terms of “input” for an ordinary differential 
equation in terms of an ordinary Green’s function. An extended form 
considers Yy = Py + J-y= x, where the added term J/y is nonlinear and 
can have deterministic and stochastic components Ny and My. Some recent 
extensions consider also nonlinear terms ,H( y, i,..., y’“‘). 
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In modeling physical phenomena involving noise, we usually write 
~(0 = ~(0) + ffh Y(S)) ds + 1’ & Y(S)) dz(s)v (1) 
0 0 
where the last integral, with z the Wiener process, is the It6 integral. 
Equivalently, we can write 
dy = f(t, y) dt + g(t, y) dz (2) 
which is called a “stochastic-differential equation” but is understood in the 
sense of integral equation (1). We can write u(t) = dz/dt since we do not 
intend to assume a white-noise process and can therefore write 
dyldt = l-0, Y) + g(t, Y> u(t). 
This is equivalent to the above form Fy = x where we consider x as the 
“input” rather than u(t). Imagine, e.g., a physical system (linear or 
nonlinear) or “stochastic filter” with input x(t, w) and output y(t, w). The 
system is described by y =Xx or by the differential equation .Fy = x whose 
“solution” y = F-ix =,Xx. The solution, however, is only in a statistical 
sense, i.e., we ask for a statistical description of y in terms of a statistical 
description of x and a “stochastic Green’s function” [ 11. Thus, u(t) is a 
random coefficient in the differential operator so the equation is a stochastic- 
d@JZrential equation, a differential equation with stochastic-process coef- 
ficients describing a stochastic system with stochastic input x and allowing 
random-initial conditions as well. This work has been considerably 
developed in recent years as a theory applicable to linear or nonlinear 
physical dynamical systems without restriction to white-noise processes and 
the resulting stochastic calculus. Such systems are modeled by the 
differential equation Fy = x, where x is a stochastic process on a 
probability space (0, F, ,u) for 0 < t < co and F is a nonlinear stochastic 
(differential) operator. 
As McShane has pointed out [4], the nondifferentiability of the Wiener 
process is a mathematical property not a physical property. In the It6 
integral If dz, the Wiener process z(t, u) is not of bounded variation; 
however, a Lipschitz condition on z is reasonable for physical processes so 
that the integral would be a well defined Riemann-Stieltjes integral. The 
physically reasonable and the mathematically tractable models have little in 
common. Hence, we do not wish to use the Wiener process in stochastic 
differential equations modeling physical problems. Rather than the well- 
known It6 form of the stochastic differential equation given by (2), we will 
write fly = x, where x is a stochastic process and jr is a nonlinear 
stochastic operator decomposable into linear and nonlinear parts and further 
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decomposable into deterministic and random parts. This equation has been 
“solved” for a large class of nonlinearities and without restriction of 
processes to Wiener processes. Coefficients of the differential operators are 
stochastic processes whose means, correlations, etc., are specified. “Solution” 
means finding the “stochastic Green’s function” which yields similar 
statistical knowledge of the solution process. The question of even a 
Lipschitz condition, e.g., in the equation dy/dt =f(t, y), on f(t, ~7) does not 
arise. The solution is not a Picard-type approximation but a decomposition 
in which statistical separability is automatically achieved in terms involving 
the operator and the solution process without closure approximations. 
The so-called “robustness” properties of stochastic calculus have been a 
matter of intensive investigation as a means of increasing the applicability of 
stochastic models as well as for interesting mathematical questions. The 
above stochastic-operator point of view offers interesting and different 
mathematics for stochastic systems characterized by linear or nonlinear, 
stochastic, differential-operator equations and Volterra-integral equations. 
When combined with work of Kuznetsov et al [5], the stochastic-operator 
approach allows determination of the output statistical properties directly in 
terms of input statistical properties for real physical systems involving 
stochastic parameters. 
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